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PREFACE

This technical note by Heli Perrett entitled “Social Feasibility
Analysis in Low—cost Sanitation Projects” is intended to improve the working
relationship of so~iologists or anthropologists wtth engineers or financial/
management specialists, and to make sure that the findings of the sociologist
or anthropologist become an integral part of the project plan. It discusses
the eight key questions that should be answered to ensure that the sanitation
technology and activities will be appropriate to the men, women and children
in the project area, and result in benefits to them.

As stressed in this note, social feasibility analysis needs to pay
particular attention to women: their perceptions of what constitutes
acceptable sanitation may differ from those of men, and women are of course
by far the urst important influence in determining household hygiene
practices and in forming the habits of their children.

The note is one of a series of informal technical papers prepared by
TA&’/ which are being published by the World Bank as a joint contribution
with the United Nations Development Programme to the International Drinking
Water Supply and Sanitation Decade. The papers were originally prepared as
internal discussion documents and the views and interpretations in them are
those of the author(s) only. The wider distribution of these documents does
not imply endorsement by the sector agencies, governments, or donor agencies
concerned with the programs, nor by the World Bank or the United Nations
Development Programme.

Comments and suggestions on the papers should be addressed to the
Project Manager, UNDP Project INT/81/047, Water Supply and Urban Department,
The World Bank, 1818 H Street N.W., Washington, D.C. 20433.

t ir’~ «~ - 1 Richard N. Middleton
Project Manager
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TAG: Technology Advisory Group established under the United Nations
Development Programme Global Project GLO/78/006 (renumbered on January 1,
1982; now IJNDP Interregional Project INT/81/047, “Development and
Implementation of Low—cost Sanitation Investment Projects”), executed by
the World Bank.
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(i)

SIJNMARY

Social feasibility analysis is an essential social input into
low—cost sanitation project work. It heips to make sure that proposed
activities will fit in with the project population’s habits and social and
cultural environment, and where they do not, suggests changes. In order to
do this, field data is collected and analyzed, to check the assumptions made
by the project plan about how people will respond or participate.

Eight questions which are centra]. to social feasibility analysis in
low—cost sanitation projects:

Question 1: Do the intended beneficiaries want improved sanitation?

Question 2: Are the beneficiaries able and willing to pay for sanitation
improvements?

Question 3: Are the beneficiaries able and willing to contribute labor
and/or materials towards the cost of sanitation
improvements?

Question 4: Do people’s likes and dislikes fit those of the technology
options to be provided?

Question 5: Are the technology options to be provided compatible with
the project populations’s existing defecation practices and
related habits?

Question 6: Are the planned locations of latrines acceptable to
beneficiaries?

Question 7: Are the planned sharing arrangements acceptable to
beneficiaries?

Question 8: Do the project projections about the rate at which new
latrines will he built or existing ones improved match
beneficiaries’ capacity to change their habits or to adopt
new technologies?

These questions, and the ways in which the answers to them interact
with other aspects of project design, are discussed in this note.



1. Social feasibility analysis is a planning technique that can be
used in low—cost sanitation projects or programs to ensure that the activi—
ties to be implemented will be acceptable to the people concerned and will be
compatible with their socia]. and cultural environment. This note discusses
the nature of social feasibility analysis, the process for carrying it out,
and suggests key questions on which it should focus.

2. The discussion is addressed to a dual audience: on the one hand, to
.engineers who are planning or implementing low—cost sanitation programs, and
who may need to look into social feasibility themselves if there is no socio—
logist or anthropologist on their team; on the other hand, to sociologists or
anthropologists who may need additional orientation in order to carry out
these activities in such a way that their professional contribution responds
to the needs and interests of engineers and institutional and financial
specialists.

The Nature and Timing of Social Feasibility Analysis. -

3. Social feasibility analysis, as the term is used in the present
context, does not have a long history in development planning. Recent
interest in it by organizations such as the World Bank can be viewed as an
indirect result of increased lending for large projects directed to the rural
and urban poor, and the subsequent recognition of the “human” risks inherent
in such lending. This has led to greater interest in the contribution that
social sciences such as sociology, anthropology and social psychology can
make to better planning and implementation of projects. This interest, in
turn, has made it more important to draw specialists in these disciplines
more into the mainstrean of development activities, and to bridge the gap
that has in the past tended to prevent a useful dialogue between them and
technical specialists such as economists and engineers.

4. Social feasibility analysis is a technique intended to help bridge
this gap and to create a more immediately relevant and active role for
specialists in the human side of development.

5. In low—cost sanitation planning, even more than in many other
sectors, a strong argument can be made for ensuring that social feasibility
analysis is an integral part of the planning process because of the large
nuaber of social, cultural and behavioral factors in sanitation programs
which can make the difference between success and failure.

6. Because of the comparative novelty of the technique, it is
important to establish the parameters of the discussion in this paper.
Social feasibility analysis establishes the extent to which the project is
likely to be socially feasible. That is, how well or how inadequately the
project is consistent with what the project’s intended beneficiaries, both
female and male, want, into how they act, think, and feel and with what they
are likely to be able or willing to provide in terms of payment, labor or
other inputs.

7. Ideally such feasibility analysis takes place in two steps corre—
sponding to two of the usual. stages of project preparation in the sector:
pre—feasibility and feasibility:
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Step 1: pre—feasibility stage: checks alternative project
ideas with what is known about the project areapeople
and their situation, and heips to select a project that
is likely to vork in “human” or “social” terms.

Step 2: feasibility stage: further develops the social
compatibility of the project through making sure that the
technology options proposed, the institutional arrange—
ments, financing plan, implementation schedule, operation
and maintenance proposals, and 80 on, have all taken the
project’s beneficiaries and their behavior and social and
cultural environment into account. -

8. However, practice is rarely as tidy as theory. For budgetary or
other reasons, it may not be possible for the social scientists who would
carry Out such analyses to be involved at early stages of project prepa—
ration; they would becoine involved only later, at the feasibility stage, with
the result that the bulk of social feasibility work is carried out then. The
disadvantage of this approach is that the “human” or “social” criteria may
therefore be omitted in selection of the best project idea at the earlier
pre—feasibility stage. It is also likely that a certain amount of social
feasibility analysis will be needed during the implementation stage, as
further elaboration of engineering designs at this point and the detailing of
other aspects of the project may also require review from a social
perspective.

The Process of Social Feasibility Analysis

9. Social feasibility analysis is an iterative process. Its central
activity is identifying all assumptions — usually implicit — that are made by
the project about how people will respond or participate, and checking these
with available information to decide whether or not such assumptions are
likely to be borne out in practice!/. 1f the evidence suggests that the
assumptions are incorrect, then recoinmendations are made for possible
changes. Where the social scientist involved does not have a good under—
standing of the technology, financing or other aspects, he or she will need
to make recommendations in consultation with a specialist on the team. As
stressed in this note social feasibility of ten gives special attention to
women, not only because they are also users of sanitation facilities but
because they play an important role in forming their children’s habits, and
in the cleaning and operation of latrines.

10. This process relies on two very different kinds of information: one
about the project itself and the second about the project population and its
environment. The first type of information simply requires good cooperation
among members of the planning team as the project develops. The second —

social information — may require some additional work. 1f there already
exists a good social data base for the project, then social feasibility
analysis will of course use it. Such background data collected for project

!/ See TAG/TN/01 “Methods for Gathering Socio—cultural Data for Water Supply
and Sanitation Projecta” by Mayling Simpson—Hebert.
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~preparation purposes can be called a “socialassessment” or “social
!diagnosis”, in that It tries to find out the social context of the project.
In practice such data is of ten not tied into project planning, and making
this link then becomes the role of ~~feasib1lity analysis. However, where
no such data base exists, then a “rapid social assessment” will need to be
the first step in carrying out the social feasibility analysis. But under
such circumstances only the essential information needed to make practical
project decislons will be collected, since social feasibillty analysis
usually operates under fairly serious time and budget constraints. A rapid
social assessoent would therefore rely, wherever possible, on existing
information, available through sources such as surveys carried out by
research institutes, the background data or evaluations of other projects in
the saine geographic area, census data, studies by anthropologists, and so
on. Of ten such Information would be checked or supplemented by spot
interviews and observations.

11. Social de~g~i foliows on from and is directly linked to feasibility
analysis. Social feasibility analysis Is therefore the central and indlspen—
sible part of contlnuous social input into low—cost sanitation project work:
It forma the bridge between background social data collection and the social
design of the project. Table 1 (page 4) summarizes these different social
inputs into low—cost sanitation project work, and their linkages to each
other and to engineering.

12. The mairi steps in social feasibility analysis are as foliows:

Step 1: Review project plan to Identify
key assumptions it made about
how people will respond or
participate.

Step 2: Collect essential background Omit if adequate data
Information on project popula— base already exlsts.
don and its envlronment (I.e.,
the type of information needed
to check the assumptlons made
In the project plan).

Step 3: Specify any incompatibilities
between the sanitation project
plan and Its social context.

Step 4: Review problems with engineers Reverse order with 5
or other specialists (e.g., below 1f sound
financial, institutional). recommendations can be

made without prior
review.

Step 5: Recommend solutions to
incompatibilities.

13. Diagram 1 (page 5) Illustrates the above process and shows how It
Is llnked to design of communication support as well as monitoring and evalu—
ation activlties. The two abbrevlated examplesbelow will help to clarify It
further.
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TASLE 1: Types of Socia]. Input that con occur in Low-cost Sanitation Projects

Input What It don Tung Functional Liqkage to Linkage to Other Social
Engineering Inputa

1 • Social Aaeessment
lor Ropid Soclal
Aasessment

Co1lecta~organizes and
Interprets uaefnl social,
cultural, and bebavioral
information about the
project popuiation and its
environment.

During sector vork
or the early stages
of project vork.
It cnn also occur
as & rapid aocial
aasresmentduring
feasibility vork ei
later stages: (2)
below.

Frovides the basis for
eny considerstion of
non—engineering
sspects in engineer-
ing decisiona.

Lays the basis for social
feasibility vork. Can
also prove useful in
designing coinication
support or health
education components.

2. Social Feasibility
Analysis

(a) ftsring early
stages of project

planning. (Pre—
feasihility Report)

Helps to identify the
initial idee for the
sanitatioo project and
askes sure that it will
vork in social ter-s.

Ideally sheuld take
piece at sa time
as engineering
pre—feasibility
vork; soeti.es is
combined witb
social feasibility
snalysis: (b)
below.

Directly linked to
engineering
pre—feasibility vork
and sheuld help to
decide wbat kind of
project is needed mest,
and wbetber a cash or
lsbor contribution
vould be indicated.

&s.ilds on social
assessment, wbare it
eflsts.

(b) Ibiring Later stages
of project planning
(Feasibility Report)

3. Social Design
(a) General social design

of project
- ~L,d ~‘2ff.~’

Reviews the coepatibility
between the engineering
design and the project,
its populstions and social
environvont.

Adapts project
technologies and
impl~ntation strateglea
to social • cultural and
bebavioral environment.

Should occur as en
iterstive process
during engineering
feasibility vork.

Later stages of
project preparation,
linked to social
feaaibility
snalyais, and
during early
i.plementation
stage.

Cbecka assumptions mede
by engineers about Sv
people will participate
and respond, in order
to reco~nd necessary
changes in sny aspect
of the project design.

May suggest
nedifications in
engineering design.

Eullds on social
asseasment. Lays basis
for cosunication support
design by defining
objectives for it.

Ruilde on social
fesaibility analysis mest
specifically, bot also
relies om information
available in social.
sasesament.

(b) Design of conani—
cation support
activities

(c) Design of social
menitoring and
evaluation
sctivities.

identifies and details a
packageof information,
votivation and education
(114E) activities vbicb
will se11 the aanltstion
improvements —~ also
enaure that they will
have the deaired impact.’/

}bnitors Sv response
aaterializes to the
sanitation project. Sv
well latrines are used,
and studies wbat effect
project hee bad om
beneficiaries and their
envi ronment.

Tovsrds letter part
of project
preparation
procesa, following
feasibility
analysis.

Design of social
DIE activities
usually done in
cnojunction witb
design of
cosnication
support sctivi ties
wbere these ~st.

The DIE component bas
to be closely
coordinated witb
engineering
conatruction schedule.

Often belps to erplain
the causeof
engineering findings.
particularly wbere
people play & part in
any problems
erperienced.

Bullds on social assessnt
and feasibility analysis,
and attempts to make up for
what social design bas net
been able to do in ensuring
project success.

SulIds om all previous
vork St especially social
feasibility analysis.
Feeds back into men cycle
as project undergoes
erpansion or replication.

See TAG/TNIO2 Planning of Counication Support (Information, Pbtivation and Education) in Sanitation Projacts and Progran
by Den Perrett.
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DIAGRAM 1

THE PROCESS OF SOCIAL FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS

~ta on project

popu.lations and

Ltl~eir environment

Ir

ii,

1

Plan of
proposed
project

Feedback to co~.ini—
cation support and for
nodification of next

phase activitias

î

Review those
characteristics
which will
deterinine people’s
response to
sanitation inputs

Specify the implicit
aesunptione the project
makes about people’s
needs, attitudes,
behaviors, resources,
etc.

~1~

Specify incompatibilities
betwean sanitation project
plan and the social,
cuitural, and behavioral
context.

Note the likely problem
araaa which remain and
st what stage of the
project they are likely
to become evident
(pre—, during or post—
conatruction).

Identify and cost
co~unication support
activities which are
needed to improve the
project’s succass.

I~sign associated
inonitoring and
evaluation activities
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Example A

:

Project design

Assumptions niade

Rapid social assessment

Some important feasibility
findings

Recommendationsmade

:

Final results of social input —

— provides for ventilated improved pit
(VIP) latrines;

— that VIP latrines (a) should be designed
for squatting rather than sitting;
(b) fit in with project population’s
other practices and habits; and (c) are
liked by the population;

— reviews existing information on project
population’s practices, likes and dis—
likes, taking any major internal differ—
ences into account; spot interviews some
representative people in area to double—
check information; conducts field visits
to see whether there are any existing VIP
latrines in the area that people have
built themselves or which have been
provided through earlier programs, their
design, how they are being used, and what
the experience with them and level of
satisfaction has been;

— there are son~ incompatibilities between
latrine design and the habits of people:
about 60% of the project population do
not have baths or bathrooms in their
houses, nor are likely to have them in
the near future; the people are in the
habit of bathing in latrines, letting the
water drain into the latrine pit and
their preferences back this up in that
they say they like spacious latrines.
Nost of these faailies use solid anal
cleansing materials (coarse paper, corn
cobs, etc.);

— that the project plan considers effects
that the addition of bathing water might
have on the VIP technology; these might
include (a) making any necessary changes
in technology options selected (e.g.,
lining the pit to ensure stability); and
(b) allowing sufficient space in the
latrine for bathing for those who want
it.

the revised project design provides two
differg~j~t sized latrines, so that those
who bathe in latrines can have a suitable
technology and structure. (The decision
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was made to change the technology rather
than attempt to get people to stop
bathing in latrines because the latter
would be likely to have limited success
in the short or ii~dium term.)

Example B

Project design

Assumptions made

Rapid social assessment

Some important feasibility
findings

— states that, for the construction of
school latrines, teachers and parents
will provide the labor for digging the
pits and for erecting the superstructure.

— (a) teachers and parents are interested
in having school latrines; (b) teachers
and parents are willing to provide labor
when needed; (c) they will have time
available when their labor is needed;
Cd) inanual digging of pits is technically
possible; and (e) teachers and parents
are used to working together under such
arrangements, so labor can therefore be
easily organized.

— reviews data base on population charac—
teristics, checks reports of experience
of similar past attempts by other
programs and conducts interviews with
expert •informants” (such as school
teachers, community leaders) to find Out

what they think.

— (a) teachers have some interest in
latrine improvement (although it tanks
lower than lmproving the school building
and providing better teacher housing),
but parents have virtually none; (b)
teachers are willing to organize children
to dig pits but not to do It themselves;
so~ parents feel that provision of labor
for digging is up to the government since
that is the party interested; (c) the
ground is fairly hard and rocky in about
half the areas; Cd) parents would not
have time available, as the time the pits
would have to be dug conflicts wlth
harvesting (when there is a severe labor
shortage In the area due to off—farm work
of able—bodied inales); Ce) there is no
previous experience (except in two out of
fifty schools) of teachers and parents
working together to provide such manual
labor and there are no organizational
arrangements whlch mIght support it; and
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(f) whlle individual househoids may dig
their own small latrine pits quite
successfuliy, there have been previous
bad experiences lu digging bigger pits
(on “self—help” projects for rural
ciinics), which are more likely to reach
rock or to collapse.

Recommendationsmade: — that parents and teachers not be expected
to provide labor for pit—digging but that
other options be considered, such as use
of small local contractors, or that the
project use smaller pits (for individual
latrines) which appear to enjoy greater
support.

Results of soclal Input — plan discards labor input of area people.

14. It should be noted that the preceding exampleshave stopped at the
point where recommendationsare made to engineers and the design is
modified. However, in most low—cost sanitation projects the social input
should not teruLinate here. Because of technical, financial or other
consideratlons, the extent to which the project plan can be modified may fali
short of what would ideally be cailed for in social terms. 1f nothing else,
the expected rate of adoption is usually faster than would occur under
“natural” conditions. Therefore, the remalning gap between the social
situation and the project plan has to be dealt with through well designed and
executedpromotion, nxtivation and education activities. Such “coiumunication
support” is the subject of another Technical Note in this series and will
therefore not be detailed here.2/ Because human behavior is always hard to
predict even wlth a good social feasibility analysis, monitoring and
evaluatlen activities should also check on It, and are an important part of
the total soclal input Into a low—cost sanitation project (see Diagram 1).

Key Questions to be asked in Low—cost Sanitation Programs

15. Experience to date suggests that there are probably at least eight
questions to be examined during soclal feasibility analysis in the case of
most low—cost sanitation projects. This is not to imply that there are not
others, but these are likely to be the most commonly occurring ones:

Questlon 1 — Do the intended beneficlaries want lmproved sanitatlon?

Question 2 — Are the beneficlaries able and willing to pay for
sanitatlon improvements?

2/ See TAG/TN/02 “Planning of Communication Support (Information, Motivation
and Education) In Sanitation Projects and Programs” by Heil Perrett.
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Question 3

Question 4

Question 5
7

Questio~ 6

Questjon 7

Question 8

— Are the beneficiaries able and willing to contribute iabor
and/or materials towards the cost of sanitation
improvements?

— Do people’s likes and dislikes fit those of the technology
options to be provided?

— Are the technology options to be provided compatible with a
project population’s existing defecation practices and
related habits?

— Are the pianned sitings of latrines acceptable to
beneficiaries?

— Are the pianned sharing arrangementsacceptable to
beneficiaries?

— Do the project projections about the rate at which new
latrines will be built or existing ones improved match
beneficiaries’ capacity to change their habits or to adopt
new technologies?

16. The questions above are phrased in general terms; In actual prac—
tice they will become Increasingly specific towards the later stages of
project preparation, and this is one reasonwhy the process of feasibility
analysis Is iterative. 1f a good backgroundsocial data analysis has
precededthe social feasibility analysis, then it may answer the first three
of the above questions. However, more of ten than not, social feasibility
analysis needs to reexamine the data as the project itself becomesbetter
defined.

Enterest in Sanitation Iinprovements.

Question 1: Do the intended beneficiaries want improved sanitatlon?

17. In some situations improving householdsanitation becomescompul—
sory, and the law may support and enforce It. However, in the majority of
cases sanitation improvement is largely voluntary. Therefore, householders
must be sufficiently interested to agree to the change. At the same time,
is not uncommon to find that the very people who most need latrines (or
improved latrines) are the least interested.

18. One of the first tasks of social feasibility analysis is therefore
to check the implicit assumptionsmade by the project planners about the
“felt need” of the women and men in the project area. For instance, in a
particular situation, It may be that currently only 25% of the househoids
have latrines, most of which are insanitary. The initial project concept is
that over a five—year period, the remaining 75% will be provided with
improved latrines and the existing latrines improved. Particularly where a
list of applicants does not exist and the program does not provide for asso—
clated promotion or motivation activities, it is the task of social feasi—
bility analysis to estimate whether this expected demand for improvements Is
likely to materlalize.

It
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19. The answer is not simply to conduct a survey asking people whether
they are interested. Surveys are expensive and create delays. Conducting
such a survey too early in the project developmentprocess can also have
negative effects, such as arousing unreallstic expectatlons, or can lead to
frustration becauseof the long wait before anything Is done (or the project
may not materialize at all, or may completely change its focus). Also, such
expressions of Interest are very likely to be inisleadlng, especially in the
absenceof Information on costs or other obligations by the householders,or
1f the technology Is unfamlllar. “Positive” response may merely be polite—
ness towards the interviewer. A more Indirect approachis therefore
required, as a first step. When feaslbillty analysis does look into this
questlon, It should not only assessthe extent of interest of the population
(or of different sub—groups) In low—cost sanitatlon, but obtain an idea of
what constraints stand in the way of Interest so that project design cari take
them int6~ïccount. For the saaie reason it should also estabiish some of the
factors which serve as positlve incentlves for accepting improvements.

20. Among constraints to user Interes~in low—cost sanitation is the
“social invisibilIty” of traditional practices (as in Nepal and Bangladesh),
where others simply pay no attention to someone squattlng in the fleld or the
slde of the road. Another factor which ilmits interest Is the of ten greater
concern for other things, such as improvements in water supply (in many rural
areas and low—income urban areas throughout the world water Is scarce or
piped supplies are intermlttent during certain times of the year), or better
drainage (as In some favelas in Brazil or lower—income settlements In Haiti
which become badly flooded durlng the rainy season),or slmply better food
and clothing (as ~nong soine of the very poor in parts of Bangladesh). Still
another constraint is the f act that other natural alternatives (such as open
fields, roads which have become accepted as special “sanitation lanes”, etc.)
are easily accessible, cost nothing, are reliable and have been used for so
long by their ancestors that people see nothing particularly unpleasant about
them. Flnally, interest can be constrained by the unattractiveness of the
technology offered, the associated costs, or a lack of good examples of low—
cost latrines actually working in practice or being serviced properly.

21. On the other hand, factors which have been found to ericourage
people to seek such improvements inciude: the desire for ~j~vacy (especially
for women, as in some predomlnantly Muslim countrles such as Egypt and
Bangladesh); the prestige value associatedwith having such services (as
found In rural Egypt, Nepal, as well as In some Af rican countrles); the
increaslngly crowded living condltions whlch limit access to private open
space (as Is hi~ening in many urban sltun areas); and concerns about adverse
effects of a polluted environment on one’s own and one’s fainily’s health.

22. Interest in improved latrines will vary between different sub—
groups In a given project area, w~th the more moneyed and better educated
fanillies generally belng i~reanxious and readyto sign up or agree to parti—
cipate (unless they wish to have a higher technology); women are sometimes
more interested than men. In some countries religious factors also become
strong motivators. Such differences should be looked for during feasibility
analysls, as they are lIkely to affect the types of people that the program
will serve, at least Inltially, and also affect the rate at which the
Improvementscan be expected to take place (questlon 6). Such differences
are particularly relevant when the program is specifically directed to a
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particular sub—group which appears likely to be less interested than others,
and indicate a need to develop special motivation activlties to Increase the
level of interest and speed up the rate of change among them (see Diagram 1).

23. Interest in low—cost sanitatlon (as well as in anythin.g else) can
obviously be volatile; high at one point in time and virtually non—existent
the next, or vice versa. For Instance, It could be that people were inter—
ested in having latrines, but did not care for the type of latrine eventually
offered; or it could be that early latrines were built too close to the
inadequate foundations of houses because of space constraints, resulting in
weakening of the foundations and damage to the houses. When such damage
becomes evident in a few houses, It could well result In a sudden and sharp
decline In interest among other families in the neighborhood, for bad news
travels fast. Similar results may occur where it becomesdear that latrines
built earlier are not receiving emptying services.

24. Towards later stages of project development Initial broad questiqn~
oninterest are superseded by more sp~ciIj.c questions on a project popula—
tlon’s]ikès or dislikes of the technology (Question 4 below) and on likely
rates of acceptance (Question 6 below). However, It is important that such
generalquestions be posed early on, to prevent mistakes in project design
which would prove costly to correct later.

Ability and Willingness to Pay.

Question 2: Are the beneflciaries able and willing to pay for sanitation
improvements?

25. 1f the cost of a sanitation project Is to be recovered directly
from the beneficiaries, then these people must be both able and willing to
meet these costs. The questions of what level of cost recovery is
“af fordable” is hotly debated, and falls outside the scope of this note.
However, in most cases social feasibility analysis should at least review the
willingness side of this question, since It falls squarely into the social
domain.

26. Willingness to pay will modify capacity to pay (as determined by
factors such as income and expenditure, or as estimated through proxies).
Some of the speclfic factors which social feaslbility analysis should review
when trying to check on willIngness to pay should include those summarized
below.

27. Tradltion, or previous experience with payment or non—payment for
latrines or similar services will create certain expectations which will
af fect willingness to pay. For instance, when the government has no set
policy for cost—recovery, It may be that the project’s populatlon is aware of
another program operating in a nearby area that provides latrines free to
householders or to whlch a very minlmal contribution is made. Similar
problems may arise when, in the early stages or pilot phase of a program,
householders are encouraged to participate by being provlded wlth free
latrines or latrine components, while later partlcipants are expected to pay;
or 1f area people are provided wlth housing virtually free and are than
expected to pay for latrines.

/
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28. Beliefs or expectations which affect willingness to pay for sanita—
tion can Inciude a conviction that it is the government’s role to meet such
needs. ThIs may be an outcome of previousexp~rience(as above), or the
bellef that the classes of people who have more money (and therefore better
accommodation) are provlded wlth sewerage (or many other nxiniclpal services)
at no cost at all or at a minimal cost only, or that since the government is
the interested party (because the inltiatlve came from it and not the people,
and no subsequentattempt was made to get beneficiaries’ participation in
planning) then the government should pay for It.

29. Cautlon in investing scarce funds can also be a limiting factor
when there Is uncertainty about control of benefits, life—span of the
latrines or other slmilar aspects. For instance, beneflclarles may not have
secure land rights, they may not have confidence in the unfamiliar technol—
ogy, or they may not feel that they have suf ficient guaranteeson life—span
or emptylng, and therefore they will be unwilling to risk what, to them,
would be a considerable capital investment.

30. Competition from free alternatives such as open fields or fllmsy
surface latrines may influence willingness to pay where owners have no major
objection to the alternatives and are unaware of associated health risks.

31. Opposition from local leaders to payment for such servlces bas been
known to occur where such leaders have been elected on a platform which
inciuded free services, or where they oppose the project for other reasons
(such as the f act that they were not initally consulted and feel that It
usurps their authority).

32. Limited Interest in improvements will obvlously affect how n~.ich
people are wllling to pay, even when they can easily afford to do so. A
particular case In point is occuplers of rented property: the occuplers may
not wish to improve someone else’s properf~ti~Iess they are secure from
eviction, while the owner may not wlsh to invest in improveinents becausehe
is forbidden by law to increase rents correspondingly, or in practice may not
be able to collect any rent increase. Equally, where payment has to be made
for regular maintenance (e.g., municipal emptylng), the occupants may not
feel that they can bear the expenses, while the owner may fear having his
property left with overflowing latrines; in either event, there will be
reduced enthusiasm for the project.

33. Flnancing arrangements, such as the level of grants avallable,
whether credit Is provided or not, the period of amortization, interest
rates, n~nthly payments, the collection system employed, and so on, will also
af fect willingness to pay.

34. It does not necessarily follow that 1f latrlnes or latrine compo—
nents can be offered free It is better to do this. They may be nare readlly
accepted, as free goods usually are, but not necessarily put to the proper
use. In the early phase of one latrine program in Bangladesh (subsequently
modified) it was found that latrine slabs were being used as doorsteps and
washboards. (Equally, forcing people to construct latrines as a precondition
for receiving soma other more valued service — typically water supply — does
little or nothing to ensure that the latrines are actually used.)
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35. Therefore, the frequent procedure with low—cost sanitatlon programs
Is to expect only some minimal payment even from the very poor. Where cash
Is very limited, contributions In labor or kind might be requested. This Is
the subject of the next question.

Willlngness and Abillty to Contribute Labor or Materials.

Questlon 3: Are the beneficiarles able and willing to contribute labor
and/or materials towards the capltal cost sanitatlon
Improvements?

36. 1f the low—cost sanitation project or program assumes that benef i—
ciarles will contribute labor (e.g., for pit digging, erection of the
superstructure) or materials (such as stones, bricks, sand, wood, or other
local materlals), then social feasibility analysis should check on these
assumptions and specify the types of arrangements which might be used to
organize and channel such contributions.

37. For instance, if people are expected to dig the pits for their own
household latrines, the following points may need to be checked against
available background information: Will they know how to locate and dig them
as required? Who will be doing the actual work (taking into account factors
such as any absence of male heads of households, and whether householders
would hire others or do It themselves)? Will they have time available
(checking with peak occupational periods), or how much will It cost them to
hire someone else? Is such manual labor culturally acceptable? (It is not
in some countries and with certain religlous groups.) Can such labor Inputs
be coordinated with arrival of latrine components and the government’s
contributlon to bullding the latrIne? (Or Is there a chance that the rainy
season will arrive or pits cave in before the outside assistance
materializes?)

38. On the other hand, if parents and school teachers are expected to
contribute labor for pit digging and erection of superstructure of school
latrines, some of the questions above may be raised together with several
others, such as: Will parents and teachers be sufficlently motivated
towards improving sanitation to be wil’ling to help? Will they feel it is
thelr responslbility to do so (or that it is the government’s)? Will women
as well as men become involved? Is there some kind of social organization
whlch can take the ultimate responsibility for organizing such activities and
seeing them through? Can people easily travel the distance to the work—
site? Do teachers and parents have a sufficiently good relationship to work
together on such a project?

39. 1f community input is expected for cleaning and maintaining a
public latrine in a given area, the following types of additional points may
be relevant: Will local leadership or a local organization take an active
part in encouraging and makIng sure that cleaning and maintenance continues?
Will local people be willing to contrlbute to It even if the facilities are
open to the general public (that is, to passers—by from outside the
community)? How would the cleaning and maintenance actually be organized (a
person paid by the community to do the work, rotating responsibility among
households, or some other means)? 1f any major technical problems should
occur, will there be a backup to community efforts, or how will they be
solved? Will petty cash be available for purchase of necessary materia].s?

rfl
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Technology Likes and DIslIkes.

Question 4: Do people’s llkes and disllkes fit those of the technology
options to be provided?

40. Whlle clearly an important consideration in establishing social
feaslbility in low—cost sanitation activlties, people’s likes and dislikes
are difficult to gauge. A conscious effort needs to be made to ensure that
women’s likes and dlslikes as well as men’s are consldered and that
children’s special needs and preferences are also kept in mmd. Among the
most important aspects to check in the case of given technology, or on which
to base criteria for narrowing down th’e~ kinds of technology optionswhich
might be of fered to beneficiaries, are those noted below.

Convenience — seems to be a major factor in client satisfaction with a
sanitatlon technology, at least In many areas.3/
Convenience will be determined by such factors as the
slting of the latrlne and the dlstance people are willing
to walk, which might vary between sub—groups according to
sex, age or other criteria; convenience of access to water
sources or regularIty of the water supply will also
influence benefIciaries’ view of convenience, in cases
where the technology is water—dependent.

— may be partIcularly important for women (e.g., in Musllm
countries) but how It Is deflned may vary with dlfferent
project populations, for Instance, according to whether one
cén be seen entering a latrine by neighbors or people
passing by, or the extent to whlch one’s feet are hidden
when inside, or the proxlmity of one latrine to another,
and so on.

Comfort j(— includes such factors as the appropriateness of the seat or
squatting plate provided, and the size of the latrine
itself.

Attractiveness —

Prestige value —

may be expressed in many ways, for example: in terms of
physical appearance, lack of smell, access to light and
air.

may be important where owning a latrine or a particularly
“modern” or well—finlshed one conveys prestige. But in
some countries or areas ownlng anythlng other than a
high—cost “western” latrine can also be associated with
loss of status (e.g., in some parts of Brazil).

2/ For instance, a recent evaluation of a limited number of demonstration
pour—flush latrines In Kirtipur, Nepal, found that 100% of respondents
mentioned convenlence as the reason for constructlon, whereas only 33%
referred to health (together with convenience).

Privacy
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Reliability

Limited
space
requIrements

Time and
energy demands —

— in both operatlon and emptying may be a key consideration,
especially 1f there have been unfortunate local experiences
wIth past programs.

— is of ten a matter of concern, especially for chlldren,
where squat—hole size can becone an important factor in
perceIved safety. Sometimes adults may also want reassur—
ances that the pit will not cave In or the superstructure
collapse.

— may be important In encouraging acceptance of a particular
type of latrine, particularly where livlng space is at a
premium, there Is no provision of an area for a latrine
wlthin traditlonal living areas, or there is a high oppor—
tunlty cost for the space whlch a latrlne takes up.

may deter people from making full use of a particular
technology, especlally In the cases of n~re complex
technologies such as biogas and composting latrlnes. The
questlon Is whether people will value the by—products
enough to be prepared to operate a more compllcated
system. It Is far better that they be aware of complexi—
ties In the first place rather than dlscover than later.
It should also be remembered that It is usually women who
will be responsible for latrine cleaning and many other
related tasks.

Existing Defecation Practices and Related Habits.

QuestIon 5: Are the technology options to be provided compatible wlth
a project populatlon’s existlng defecation practices and
related habits?

41. Background anthropological data avallable for low—cost sanitation
programs may provide information on customary defecatlon sites, times, social
organization and related habits, attitudes and beliefs. Such Information
will be relevant for social feasibility analysis when the evidence suggests
that: (a) such practices are likely to remain unchanged when new latrines are
provided; (b) such practices are important enough to affect technology
choice; or (c) they are likely to affect technology operatlon and life—span.
As always, It is Important to recognlze any dIfferences between male and
female usages, different inconE levels or between other relevant groups.

42. Preferred ~ture is one of the most immediately useful kinds of
information. 1f people are accustomed to squatting when defecating, there
may be considerable reluctance to use a latrine which Incorporates a seat.
(On the other hand, experience in some rural programs in Af rica indicates
that, while people regard squattlng as acceptable In the bush, they consider
a seat an essential part of a “modern” latrine. These attitudes cân best be
determined through careful piloting.)

Safety
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43. Information on traditional use of open spaces for defecation may or
may not be directly useful for design. Obviously It serves to underline the
need for facilities, but It may also have relevance for siting of any
cornmunal or shared latrines. For instance, in parts of Nepal where there are
special defecation lanes for women, It may be approprlate to site a communal
latrine for women In such a lane, but It would be completely useless to
provide one for men in the same area, as It would not be used. On the other
hand, it should not be taken for granted that people would generally prefer
to have communal latrines located near traditlonal defecation sites (for
Instance, a recent evaluation of a primary school sanitation program in
Lesotho suggests that local people preferred latrines to be located closer to
the school than the traditional areas are at present). Where the existing
practice is for everyone to engage in defecation at a set time (e.g., early
morning) this may be important In determinlng the number of public latrine
seats to be provided.

44. There is a surprising variety of materlals used for cleansing one—
self after defecation. In many Aslan countries water Is used for ablution;
while this presents no problems for a water—seal latrine, it may have impor-
tant Implications for the design of the substructure or for siting of wells
used for drinking water. In contrast, the use of solid cleansing materials
(such as stones, leaves, sticks, sand or corn cobs, as is traditlonal in many
rural areas throughout the world) will cause a water—seal latrine to stop
working, but will not generally cause any difficulties in VII’ latrines
(although 1f people are used to throwing garbage into a latrine this may
cause problems in urban areas, because the latrines f111 up too fast and the
solid was te material may not be easy to remove with the available emptying
equipment).

45. Bodywashing practlces can also have considerable relevance; for
example, in parts of some African countries (e.g., Tanzania and Botswana)
it is customary among some people without bathrooms to bathe In the latrine
and pour the water into the pit. Such practices can have implications for
technology selection, for substructure design, and for the size of the floor
space to be provided. The amounts of water used for customary ablutions
(e.g., 1h Bangladesh and India) will also be relevant for the technology
choice and its operation.

Acceptablllty of Sitlng Arrangements

Question 6: Are the planned sitings of latrines acceptable to
beneficiaries?

46. Siting of household latrines will normally consider such engineer-
ing factors as space available inslde and outside the house, location of any
wells, structural stability of buildings and so on. The “social” side of the
questlon brings people’s preferences into play and the taboos that are impor-
tant to them in the sitlng of latrines. Acceptability of siting needs to
consider the vlews of women as well as those of men. 1f such factors are not
taken into account during the planning stage they can create problems and
delays in construction during project implementatlon.
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47. Sanitation programs have come up against situations, for Instance,
where people refused to have a latrine at the side of the house or in front
of it because “it was not done”. However, in other situatlons people have
been known to insist that It be in front so that everyone can see that they
possess a latrine, due to its prestige value.

48. In one town in Nepal where a low—cost sanitation program is being
initiated (and this may also occur in other towns), It has been found that
space in many courtyards and houses Is limlted and so It would be preferable
to locate latrine pits outside the houses, under public footpaths or roads.
However, this would not be acceptable in cases where these roads or footpaths
are also routes of religlous processions.

49. Again, people may have strong views on whether a latrine should be
situated inslde or outside a house, or on how close a latrine should be to a
kitchen or to an outdoor area which durlng hot weather is used for cooking.
They may also be wary of locating a latrine too close to ‘a neighbor’s fence
or house, knowing that the neighbor would object.

50. Finally, what householders may consider as the appropriate distance
from the house (not so close as to be “offensive” — even 1f they have been
assured that there will be no odor — and not so far as to prove Inconvenient)
will vary from one area to another and will need to also be taken into
account in deciding on siting.

51. In the case of multi—family, or communal, or school latrines, other
factors may also need to be reviewed during social feasibility analysis. For
instance, do the users prefer blocks of latrines or individual latrines? How
close should male facilities be to female ones (or adults to ‘boys and
girls’)? How should communal latrines be located wlth respect to traditional
defecatlon areas, or with respect to public roads or public buildings? How
close or far away should school children’s latrines be from a school
build Ing?

Acceptability of Sharlng Arrangements

Question 7: Are the planned sharing arrangements acceptable to
beneficiaries?

52. Obviously the question of who shares the same latrine is a soclal
and cultural one to be revlewed durlng social feasibility analysis. In
countries such as India and Bangladesh, religion and caste affect such
preferences. Even sharing between some family members may be a problem (for
instance, in some Muslim countrles sharlng between fathers—in—law and
daughters—in—law Is frowned upon, and men may be prohibited from sharing with
their mothers—in—law). Such separation may affect the numbers of household
latrines desired by households who are materlally better of f and who can
af ford them, and may af fect usage patterns among poorer households who can
af ford only one (since not all household members may end up using It).

53. Sharing between renters and owners In a single household or between
a rented house or shack and the owner’s house in a single compound (as occurs
in Bangladesh) also becomes relevant 1f the planning looks beyond
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construction objectives to actual use of latrines and so to the health
benefits to be obtained from improved sanitatlon.

54. In the case of school latrines, the questlon of sharing between
teachers and students and the surrounding community may need to be raised
(for instance, 1f the surrounding community is not to be allowed access then
latrines may need to be kept locked).

55. Where several families are to share a single latrine or group of
latrlnes, the relatlonshlp between families will have to be considered and
soclal feasibillty analysis and associated social design will need to speclfy
how such declsions (on sitlng, sharing in constructlon, responsibllitles for
cleaning and paying for maintenance, etc.) are to be made in practice in a
glven situation.

Likely Rate of Acceptance.

Questlon 8: Do project projections about the rate at which new
latrines will be built or existing ones improved match
beneflclarles’ capacity to change thelr hablts or to
adopt new technologles?

56. No one would deny that human behavior is hard to predlct. However,
even a semi—scientlfic prediction is preferable to no attempt to review the
assumptions made by the project plan about how a project populatlon will
respond.

57. There is a considerable amount of research, available theories and
tnodels in Rnral Sociology and L~velopment Communications on the diffusion of
Innovations and adoptlon of new technologles. These, together with good
background information about a project’s population, and segmentation of such
a population into sub—groups, becomes the basis on which predictions can be
made.

58. In practlce, the following types of speciflc information will be
more useful in predlcting likely rates of adoptlon of low—cost sanitation:
levels of modernity of a project’s population (or sub—groups within It);
situation—speciflc constraints and how these may af fect acceptance by
different sub—groups; remaIning program—specific constralnts and thelr
effects; lists of applicants or other available data on expressed interest;
estimates by community leaders or other people can give a general overview
(e.g., communlty workers, health staff, volunteers in the area, etc.);
previous experience among the population about rates of acceptance of other
programs of planned change which might be consldered as fairly coniparable to
low—cost sanitatlon. Also to be consideredwill be the nature and intensity
of any proinotional actlvities and how effective these are likely to prove to
stimulate Interest among nen and women beneflclaries.

59. What social feaslbility analysis can provide as a result of such
analysls Is a rough predictlon of numbers and kinds of people who are likely
to adopt new technologies in each year of the program. However, as already
noted, such a predlction will be hIghly judgemental, and can only be made by
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people wlth a conslderable amount of development experience and a fairly good
understanding of the project areas and people therein. The accuracy of such
a prediction is likely to increase as more experience is gained in planning
and implementing large—scale low—cost sanitation programs which operate under
rigid time constraints.

60. One of the useful slde benefits of such analysis is that It often
Identif les specific constraints to adoptlon which were not previously recog—
nized, or It elucidates certain questionable assumptIons made by the
engIneering plan on the types of people to be served.

61. The analysis of expected rates of acceptance is usually carried out
during the fInal stages of preparation of the feasibility plan. Ideally, it
should be checked periodically as the plan is implemented, or when any
changes occur.

Required Skills for Social FeasIbllity Analysis.

62. Social feasibility analysis is a very applied use of social science
expertise, and., therefore, it requires people who have more than just a good
academic background in their field. Overall, the combinatlon of skills It
calls for is: (a) a background in behavioral sciences; (b) thorough under—
standing of the particular situation in which a low—cost sanitation project
is to take place; (c) understandlng of low—cost sanitation itself and
previous experience in this sub—sector or closely related ones (such as low—
cost water supply or primary health care); and (d) considerable experience In
development planning and implementation.

63. Because social feasibility analysis is not taught in any academic
program (unlike background data collection or ncnitorIng and evaluation),
expertlse in this area Is largely acquired in practice. As recognition of
the usefulness of the technique develops and the procedures theniselves can be
more precisely formulated, this situation should change.








